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Appendix 1. Synopsis of Charlie and The Chocolate Factory 

The novel starts from introduction of Charlie and Charlie’s family. Charlie 

stays in small wooden house with seven people.  Four grandparents, consisted of two 

father and mother of Mr. Bucket, there are Grandpa Joe and Grandpa Josephine. Two 

father and mother of Mrs. Bucker, there are Grandma Georgina and Grandpa George. 

Charlie’s father and Charlie’s mother name is Mr. and Mrs. Bucket. In small wooden 

house not enough for seven people, in one house just has two room and one bed, one 

bed was used for Charlie’s grandparents because Charlie’s grandparents very old and 

do not move from bed. Mr. and Mrs. Bucket and also Charlie sleep on the other room 

with matrass.  

The weather in Charlie’s house very extreme in the winter comes, but in the 

summer time it is not be for Charlie’s family. In winter Charlie’s family feel very 

cold because the air was come into the hole in Charlie’s house. In one big family just 

only Mr. Bucket has a job but it is not enough for big family. Mr. Bucket work in 

toothpaste factory in all day long. Mr. Bucket just only can buy potatoes and cabbage. 

Mrs. Bucket serve the meal for all family just only boiled potatoes and cabbage soup, 

for breakfast Mrs. Bucket just only give bread and butter for Charlie and all members 

in that home. For supper Mrs. Bucket just gives cabbage soup for support.  

Charlie likes with chocolate but, that situation make Charlie does not get 

chocolate every day. Charlie just only tastes chocolate one a year only. Every 

morning Charlie see a bar of chocolate from outside the shop, Charlie have 

imagination to taste chocolate in that shop. Twice a day after Charlie finish study at 

school, Charlie walk go to home and past into Mr. Wonka’s factory to smell 

chocolate from Mr. Wonka’s factory.  

Charlie arrived at home and Charlie going into Grandparents bed to say 

greeting for Grandparents. Charlie ask Grandpa Joe to Mr. Wonka, Grandpa Joe tell 

the story about Mr. Wonka. Mr. Wonka is the most chocolate make in the word. Mr. 

Wonka has bigger factory in the word. Grandpa Joe also tell about Indian prince, Mr. 

Wonka get some latter to make palace from chocolate. Mr. Wonka was made palace 

from chocolate but in the afternoon that palace was melt. Grandpa Joe also talk about 

secret worker to take Mr. Wonka’s recipe.  

Announcement was come, Mr. Wonka share five golden ticket in the word, 

who’s the lucky children can get golden ticket can come into Mr. Wonka’s factory. In 

the next day one of golden ticket was found in one boy called Augustus Glop, 

Augustus Glop is a fat boy, Augustus Glop like to eat chocolate. A second child was 

found the golden ticket namely is Veruca Slat, Veruca’s father have nut factory, it is 
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make Veruca easy to get golde ticket from his father. The day is Charlie’s birthday, in 

Charlie’s birthday Charlie get one chocolate from his family. Charlie with slowly 

open the chocolate paper and Charlie see inside chocolate but it is silver paper, 

Charlie silent and smile with his family. Charlie does not get golden ticket in this day 

and also Charlie share chocolate to his family.  

Two more ticket was found with two children. A third child namely is Violet 

Beauregarde. Violet is girl, every day Violet eat much gum bit Violet change the gum 

with chocolate since Violet know announcement from Mr. Wonka. A fourth lucky 

child is Mike Taevee, Mike Taevee likes to play in Mike’s home, Mike have much 

variation of pistol.  

Nest day, Charlie arrived at home and come into Grandparents bed but in that 

bed just only Grandpa Joe was awake. Grandpa Joe takes money under his pillow and 

gives Charlie. Grandpa Joe ask Charlie to buy chocolate from that money and Charlie 

go out from that house and go into the shop with hurry. Charlie comes back in five 

minutes, after arrived at home Charlie and Grandpa Joe open that chocolate with 

slowly and see that chocolate. Grandpa Joe and Charlie keep silent because inside 

chocolate does not have golden ticket, but after that Grandpa Joe and Charlie laugh 

until Grandma Josephine were awake. 

Two week was past, everyone was forgot with golden ticket. The weather was 

change, the snow some without stopped. Charlie feels cool because Charlie’s house 

was broken so the air can come into the home. Charlie get imaginations to everyone 

eat hot apple pie to keep body warm. Charlie walks slowly after finish at school. 

Charlie see something like money on the road than Charlie take that money and see 

around that place to meet someone lost the money. Charlie also think from that 

money Charlie can buy chocolate and give a half that money to his mother. Charlie 

goes into shop and buy chocolate, and Charlie buy one more chocolate. The miracle 

was come. Charlie see something gold than Charlie shock because Charlie get golden 

ticket. Much people want to buy that money but shopkeeper ask Charlie go to home 

and keep that golden ticket. Charlie running go into Charlie’s house and give to show 

golden ticket for his family.  

The day was arrived, five children and his parents come in Mr. Wonka’s 

factory. Mr. Wonka was arrived and opens the door to give all lucky children and his 

parents come into Mr. Wonka’s factory. Mr. Wonka sees every golden ticket than 

give the direction for all people in that factory. All children arrived in long corridor, 

walk until arrived in chocolate room. In chocolate room Mr. Wonka said all people 

can taste chocolate in that room. Charlie silent and shock to see the biggest chocolate 
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river inside Mr. Wonka’s factory. Meanwhile Augustus tries to taste all chocolate in 

that factory than August fall into Chocolate River and go into pipe. Augustus parents 

follow Oompa-Loompa to meet Augustus. Four children nest the trip and down into 

Chocolate River. Charlie help Grandpa Joe come into boat because Grandpa Joe was 

old, Mr. Wonka sees Charlie and Grandpa Joe, and they are like skeleton. Mr. Woka 

takes a mug and take chocolate into Chocolate River, Charlie feel happy because 

Charlie can taste chocolate in Mr. Wonka’s factory. The next tour Mr. Wonka show 

the gigantic machine, in gigantic machine can produce something like paper gum. 

Violet take that gum and time by the time Violet chance into big blueberry and Violet 

take with Oompa-Loompa to squeezed. 

The next tour is Nut room, in nut room much squirrel, Mr. Wonka used 

squirrel because squirrel very fast to open the nut. In that room Veruca want to buy 

one of squirrel but Mr. Wonka does not want to give Veruca one squirrel. Veruca 

come into squirrel and all of sequireel take Veryca body from head to toe go fall into 

the trash. Two children left, go into the great lift come into the next room. The next 

room is television room. In that room Mr. Wonka shows how to work on television. It 

is like miracle because one normal size of chocolate can be tinny chocolate and move 

in other place. Mike Taevee was curious and try that television, Mike go into ray and 

come into television, but Mike but a tinny size. Mr. Wonka ask Oompa-Loompa to 

take Mike be a large size. 

Only Charlie left in that factory, Mr. Wonka gives congratulations for Charlie. 

Mr. Wonka give to show four children come into truck and go in their home. Mr. 

Wonka and Charlie come into Charlie’s house and Mr. Wonka want to Charlie stay in 

Mr. Wonka’s factory and to be an owner in that factory because Mr. Wonka was old 

and Mr. Wonka want to Charlie change himself be an owner. Arrived at Charlie’s 

home Charlie see his grandparents and Charlie cannot follow Mr. Wonka because 

Charlie does not want to leave his family, but Mr. Wonka ask that lift wal big and 

enough to one bed. 
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Appendix 2. Sequence Segmentation of Charlie ad The Chocolate Factory 

 

No Segmentation 

1 

The introduction of Charlie Bucket as the main character 

a. The description of Charlie’s family, that consisted with 

Charlie’s Grandparents, Charlie’s parents, and Charlie. 

b. The description of Charlie’s house as a small wooden house, in 

a great town, uncomfortable house for seven people, only one 

bed in a two room, and Charlie’s home was broken.  

c. The description of finances in Charlie’s family are only 

Charlie’s father have a job, they are a poor family, but they are 

loving family. 

d. The description of Charlie’s meal in the morning, afternoon, 

and dinner bread with butter and potatoes with cabbage soup. 

2 

Longed the chocolate 

a. The descriptions of Charlie every morning see a great 

chocolate from the window’s shop. 

b. The description of Charlie walks every morning in Wonka’s 

factory Charlie overlooking and smell the chocolate. 

c.  The description of Charlie when see other children take bar of 

creamy chocolate and Charlie fell like torture. 

d. The descriptions of Charlie’s family save their money to give 

Charlie bar of chocolate in one a years on his birthday. 

3 

The introduction of Grandparents. 

a. The description of grandparents was ninety. 

b. The description of grandparents as a bony and skeletons. 

c. The description of four grandparents sleeps on the one bed. 

d. The description of grandparents always smiles when Charlie 

comes and saying good evening. 

e. The description of grandparents always talk the Charlie story 

until night and saying good night. 

4 

Grandpa Joe talk about Mr. Willy Wonka 

a. The description of Mr.Wonka is very longest and the most 

famous and amazing chocolate maker. 

b. The description of Mr.Wonka’s making all variant chocolate, 

making ice cream, making marshmallow, caramel all colour 

can change in ten second, the taste of gum never lost, and big 

sugared balloon 

5 

Grandpa Joe and Grandma Josephine talk about Indian Prince 

a. The descriptions of Indian Prince’s letter to Mr.Wonka ask Mr. 

Wonka to come to India and make palace made from chocolate. 
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b. The description of Indian Prince’s palace made from chocolate, 

all furniture made from chocolate, the wall made from 

chocolate, also tabs in the bath room pouring with hot 

chocolate.  

c. The description of Mr.Wonka’s message to Indian Prince to eat 

all chocolate in his palace because hot day was come and the 

chocolate can melt. 

6 

Grandpa Joe talk about Secret Worker 

a. The description of Mr.Wonka do not allow the worker come 

back to his factory, have the detective to steal the Mw. 

Wonka’s recipe. 

b. The descriptions of Mr. Prodnoso factory make new taste that 

was never disappeared after chewing.  

c. The description of Fickelgruber’s factory make new ice cream 

cannot melt in the sun. 

d. The descriptions of Mr. Slighworth make new biggest gum. 

7 

Golden Ticket announcement 

a. The description of announcement about golden ticket only five 

golden tickets was share to public. 

b. The description of golden tickets was distributed with trucks in 

every country in the word. 

c. The descriptions of all people buy very much chocolate and 

have some hope to find golden ticket. 

8 

First Children finding golden ticket 

a. The description of the first winner to find golden ticket, his 

name is Augustus Glop, he is nine years old, and he is a fat 

boy, in every part in his body has fatted bulged, and his head 

like monster ball. 

b. The descriptions of Augustus find the first golden ticket, 

Augustus eat many much chocolate every day. 

9 

Second Children finding golden ticket 

a. The description of the second winner to find golden ticket, her 

name is Veruca Salt. 

b. The description of Veruca’s family is one of the rich family, 

Veruca’s father is peanut bussines. 

c. The descriptions of Veruca find the golden ticket. 

10 

A day in Charlie’s Birthday 

a. The description of Charlie’s smile when four grandparents 

give, Charlie, present. 

b. The description of Charlie’s happy have present from his 

family to Charlie’s birthday 

c. The description of Charlie’s present from his family is 

Wonka’s Whipple-Scrumptious fudgemallow delight. 
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d. The description of Charlie’s grandparents position in every 

corner. 

e. The description of very old people lying on the bed and support 

his body with a pillow 

f. The description of all people fell was nervous when see the 

chocolate in Charlie’s hand. 

g. The descriptions of Charlie’s father make Charlie happy. 

h. The description of Charlie’s disappointment about a golden 

ticket. 

i. The description of Grandma Josephine’s support to Charlie. 

j. The description of Charlie’s hope to have golden ticket 

k. The description of grandma Georgina’s support to Charlie. 

l. The description of Charlie patient when Charlie see do not 

golden ticket 

11 

 Third children find golden ticket 

a. The description of Mr. Bucket read newspaper that two golden 

ticket is found in one day 

b. The description of Charlie disappointment about three and four 

golden tickets 

c. The description of third winner golden ticket name is Miss 

Violet. 

d. The description of reporters does the report to lucky young 

lady 

e. The description of Miss Violet like gum and cannot do 

anything without gum 

f.  The description of Miss Violet eat chocolate to see her lucky 

and back to eat gum again 

g. The description of Miss Violet have a friend, name is Cornelia 

Prinzmetel 

h. The description of Miss Violet change his gum on a day 

i. The description of Grandma Josephine and Georgina annoyed 

with Miss Violet do 

12 

 Fourth children find golden ticket 

a. The description of Charlie worried ask the fourth golden ticket 

b. Fourth golden ticket was found by Mike Taevee 

c. Grandma Josephine mumble about fourth golden ticket was 

found 

d. The description of Mike Taevee annoyed and angry with 

reporter 

e. The description of Mike Taevee nine years old and like the war 

f. The description of Mike Taevee watch television and do what 

on the television 
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g. Mike Taevee have eighteen toy pistols in their home 

h. Mike Taevee angry if reporter ask something to him 

i. Mike Taevee watch war movie every day 

j. Two grandmas said Mike Taevee naughty boy 

13 

 Grandpa Joe Takes a Gamble 

a. Charlie arrived at home and Charlie want to see for 

grandparents but only Grandpa Joe wake up 

b. Grandpa Joe have felling about a last golden ticket 

c. Grandpa Joe sure give Charlie sixpence but it is the last 

money’s grandpa Joe 

d. Grandpa Joe happily to give the direction to Charlie 

e. Charlie exited go out from the room and back in five minutes 

f. Charlie and grandpa Joe nervous to open chocolate 

g. Charlie and grandpa Joe do not have a hope if the chocolate do 

not have a golden ticket 

h. Golden ticket do not have in chocolate bar and grandpa Joe 

with Charlie laugh until Grandma Josephine wake up  

14 

 The Family Begins to Starve 

a. The description of first snow falling down after two weeks 

Charlie bought the chocolate 

b. Charlie fell the weather like knife on his check 

c. The weather is freezing but Charlie does not have space to hide 

to keep warm their body 

d. Four grandparents silent in their bed to keep warm 

e. Everyone forget about a golden ticket 

f. Charlie patient to think everyone get a hot apple pie but Charlie 

just have cabbage meal 

g. Tooth paste factory in Mr. Bucket work went to close and Mr. 

Bucket quickly finds another work, but not luck 

h. Charlie and other serve the meal with one slice bread and half 

boiled potatoes 

i. The next day Charlie happy to smell the chocolate melting 

from the Wonka’s Factory 

j. Grandpa Joe and Granma Josephine want Charlie eating like 

other child because Charlie is growing but Charlie care with 

other people at their home 

k. Charlie patient save their energy with go to school with slowly, 

sat in class if the break time 

l. Charlie go home with slowly and patient to withstand hunger 

m. Charlie get fifty pence piece and with hones Charlie quickly 

look if someone drop the money 
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n. Charlie think he can some buy chocolate and give the rest of 

money to his mother 

15 

 The miracle Charlie get golden ticket 

a. Charlie very excited go to the shop with hurry 

b. The shopkeeper like fat, big lip, and fat in their neck like ring, 

but he is very polite 

c. Charlie happy choose the chocolate and quickly to taste the 

chocolate and want more and more. 

d. The shopkeeper change the Charlie’s money 

e. Charlie get five pennies more and all of the Charlie’s money is 

nine of them 

f. Charlie buy one more chocolate, it is the last chocolate Charlie 

g. Charlie open with slowly and Charlie see something gold 

h. The shopkeeper was surprise and ask everybody to see the last 

golden ticket in Charlie’s hand 

i. Someone call the newspaper and quickly all people come into 

shop to see the golden ticket 

j. One boy and one girls envy with Charlie but Charlie only 

silent, Charlie do not know they get golden ticket 

k. One man and one women want to by the golden ticket but 

Charlie keep silent 

l. Shopkeeper want to leave the Charlie and ask Charlie to run go 

home before Charlie lost the ticket 

16 

 Showing golden ticket 

a. Charlie very happy to show the golden ticket to his mother 

b. Mrs. Bucket and four grandparent keep silent and shock 

c. Grandpa Joe do not believe about it and think the Charlie get a 

joke 

d. Grandpa Joe look the golden ticket until the ticket touches his 

nose 

e. Grandpa Joe very happy to see the golden ticket smile and do 

the dance. 

f. Mr. Bucket come and sees the golden ticket, and he do not 

believe if Charlie get the golden ticket 

g. Grandpa Joe read aloud the golden ticket 

h. Mrs. Bucket is very excited she ask Charlie to clear all of he 

wants to use tomorrow 

i. Grandpa Joe with Charlie will come to factory tomorrow 

17 

The day arrived 

a. At ten o’clock many people come to Wonka’s factory to see the 

lucky people get five golden tickets. 

a. Five children stay at in front of gate, besides Charlie and 
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grandpa Joe feel silent with enthusiasm to come in Wonka’s 

factory 

b. Many children very excited and look impatient to come in 

Wonka’s factory while climb the gate 

c. All people want see the lucky people get five golden tickets 

18 

Mr Willy Wonka was come 

a. The description of Mr. Willy Wonka used, black top hat, the 

beautiful tail coat plum colored, trousers bottle-green color, 

pearly gray gloves color, in one hand bring golden-topped 

stick, black beard cover his chin make he look claver. 

b. Mr. Willy Wonka shows a dance and said welcome to five 

children with high voice. 

c. Mr. Willy Wonka asks the five children’s to show his golden 

ticket and tell the name to enter in his factory, first is Augustus 

Gloop, second is Veruca Salt, third and fourth is Violet and 

Mike, and the last is Charlie 

d. Mr. Wonka asks children to close the door to keep the 

temperature. 

e. Charlie stay in long corridor, the wall was soft pink color. 

f. All people put his hat and follow Mr. Wonka. 

19 

 Arrived in chocolate room 

a. Five children arrived in amazing chocolate room, five children 

see the chocolate river, mazing waterfall, one big pipe to suck 

chocolate water. 

b. Mr. Wonka ask the children to taste the hot chocolate in the 

river, it is a lot of chocolate in the river 

c. Mr. Wonka give information for children that the grass made 

from sugar and the taste in sweet 

20 

Oompa-Loompas 

a. Mr. Wonka survive the forest and see the Oompa-loompa 

a. Oompa-loompa climb the tree to save himself from 

whangdoodles 

b. Oompa-loompa eats caterpillars to  save himself 

c. Mr. Wonka make agreement with Oompa-loompa to work in 

their factory and Oompa-loompa can eat cacao or chocolate 

every meal in Wonka’s factory 

21 

Augustus Gloop goes up the pipe 

a. Mr. Wonka look around and Augustus trying to taste the 

chocolate river, bet the chocolate river cannot taste with the 

human hand 

b. Mr. and Mrs. Gloop give the Augustus warning but Augustus 

don’t notice the warning. 
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c. Augustus Gloop fell into the river and Mr. and Mrs. Gloop was 

panic 

d. Augustus enter into pipe, pipe was big, but not big for 

Augustus, because the pipe made from glass so Augustus clear 

to see 

e. Augustus do with pipe and don’t see again, Mrs. Gloop and 

Oompa-Loompa 

f. Mr. Wonka make a joke to Mr. and Mrs. Gloop, Mr. Wonka 

said Augustus can mix with chocolate in barrel, Mr. and Mrs. 

Gloop was panic and looking for Augustus 

22 

Down the chocolate river 

a. Mr. Wonka ask four children do not worry about Augustus, and 

four people follow Mr. Wonka to the next room with fantastic 

pink boat 

b. The description of pink boat seems like Viking boat, boat is 

large open row, tall in front and tall in back, and color of boat 

is pink, there ten oars on each side can used with Oompa-

Loompa, and made by boiled sweet 

c. Veruca Salt told her dad to buy big pink boiled and Oompa-

Loompa 

d. Charlie seating besides Granpa Joe and holding Granpa Joe’s 

hand, little Charlie curious with all about Charlie see, Oompa-

loompa, pink boat, chocolate river, big pipe, chocolate 

waterfall 

e. Mr. Wonka sit beside Charlie and take a mug and put into 

chocolate river and give the chocolate to Charlie and Grandpa 

Joe, Mr. Wonka see Charlie and Grandpa Joe like skeleton 

starving 

f. Charlie put chocolate in his mouth and taste the chocolate, 

Charlie’s heart until toe fell happy 

g. Boat keeps going into the dark tunnel and boat getting faster 

and ask children’s cheered up 

h. Violet give Mr. Wonka question about Oompa-Loompa to 

know where they go if the tunnel was dark, no one knows 

where they and boat go 

i. Many parents said Mr. Wonka nutty, batty, daffy, and Grandpa 

Joe said no to parents 

j. Mr. Wonka scream out “turn on the lamp” all people can see 

chocolate river and white pipe 

k. Mr. Wonka ask Oompa-Loompa to give speed the boat and Mr. 

Woka happy and do the dance while see all people also enjoyed 

like Mr. Wonka 

l. All children can see much all the cream room, coffee cream, 

vanilla cream, and whips room, children’s ask Mr. Wonka but 
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Mr. Wonka do not want give his argument, and Mr. Wonka 

said stop the boat 

23 

The Inventing Room – Everlasting Gobstoppers and Hair Toffee 

a. When Mr. Wonka said stop, Oompa-Loompa can put dipper 

into chocolate river and boat was stopped 

b.  Mr. Wonka give attention for all children’s and parents 

without Oompa-Loompa if enter the room please do not touch 

everything 

c. Arrived in next room, it is magical room, all experiment in 

here Charlie fell like witch room 

d. Mr. Wonka show the Gobstopper, Gobstopper is some candy 

can suck it and the taste will not disappear, never and never 

e. Violet said Gobstopper like gum but Mr. Wonka said no but 

gum is chewing 

f. The next pan Mr. Wonka give know Hair Toffee, Mr. Wonka 

already try in Oompa-Loompa but hair toffee effect to fast. 

Mr. Wonka can give know the next room 

24 

The Great Gum Machine 

a. Mr. Wonka lead children’s and parents to the party in the 

gigantic machine, in gigantic machine Mr. Wonka pres the 

different buttons and big pipe come down and squirt the liquid. 

b. Strange sound was heard and other machine was mix with 

other ingredient and liquid change the color until the liquid 

backing to white. 

c. The gigantic machine was stop and something out from the 

machine, small strip, grey cardboard 

d. Mike like surprised with grey cardboard from machine and Mr. 

Wonka while happy said that’s all 

e. Violet happy because it is a purple gum 

25 

Good-bye Violet 

a. Mr. Wonka explain about chewing gum is tiny strip, his latest, 

greatest, and most fantastic 

b. One of parents doubting Mr. Wonka’s chewing gum 

c. Mr. Wonka’s chewing gum is tiny strip, can change breakfast, 

lunch, and supper, chewing gum have tasted like tomato soup, 

roast beef, blueberry pie, and what you want 

d. Violet want to taste the chewing gum but Mr. Wonka already 

give violet warning do not touch anything 

e. Violet take chewing gum and put into her mouth, Mr. Wonka 

said don’t and told violet to take it out 

f. Violet taste the chewing gum like roast beef, baked potatoes, 

crispy skin with butter inside 

g. Mrs. Beauragarde said Violet is a clever girl because Violet is 
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one of people can taste chewing gum meal 

h. All people watch Violet when chewing and Mr. Wonka said no 

because it do not ready to serve 

i. Violet keep chewing and taste like blueberry pie and cream 

j. Mrs. Beauragarde see Violet’s nose like blueberry  

k. Violet was change to big as a blueberry, Mrs. Beauragarde 

begged to Mr. Wonka to chang Violet like before and Mr. 

Wonka cal Oompa-Loompa to take Violet to juice room 

l. Mr. Wonka say sorry with Mr. and Mrs. Beauragarde but Mr. 

Wonka should go to the next room with boat, Mr. and Mrs. 

Beauragarde worried with Violet and follow Violet and 

Oompa-Loompa 

26 

Along the Corridor 

a. Mr. Wonka said two naughty children gone and three children 

left, Mr. Wonka next to the next room with pink boat 

b. Charlie ask Mr. Wonka about Violet if she already right or 

purple again, Mr. Wonka give Charlie explanation, Violet will 

already like before, but she was purple because it is 

consequence of children to eat gum everyday 

c. Mr. Wonka asks children to press the door, some children run 

quickly but Charlie and Grandpa Joe keep walking 

d. All children can smell sweet from the room, Mr. Wonka 

explains that wall can licking because made from marshmallow 

e. Marshmallow have a much taste such banana, apples, oranges 

grapes, pineapples, strawberries, and snozzberries 

f. In wall have picture and that picture has the taste like apple, 

banana and so on 

g. Mike ask Mr. Wonka about Snozzberries is hot ice cream in 

cold weather 

h. Mr. Wonka also made hot ice cube to make hot chocolate 

getting hotter 

i. In the next door, someone said cows give chocolate milk and 

Mr. Wonka look pretty cows. 

j. Veruca salt ask Mr. Wonka why we do not stay in this amazing 

room but Mr. Wonka said can stop in time 

k. Mr. Wonka give explanation abot Fizzy Lifting Drinks, it is 

some drink if someone drink it that they can fly to the sky and 

do not go back 

l. Veryca see some door and write square sweets that looks 

round, and Mr. Wonka want to see sweet square 

27 

Square Sweet that Look Round 

a. All people gather to see square on the door and half of the door 

is glass, Grandpa Joe lifting Charlie so Charlie can see the 
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square 

b. Mr. Wonka debate with Veruca, because Mr. Wonka said 

square look round but Veruca said square do not look round 

c. Mr. Wonka tahe the key and open the door, while Mr. Wonka 

open the door square look around whose come into room, and 

Mr. Wonka happy because he is the winner 

d. In the next room all people hear butterscotch and buttergin, Mr. 

Wonka explain it is Oompa-Loompa while drank, Buttergin 

and tonic is popular in Oompa-Loompa 

28 

Veruca in the Nut Room 

a. Mr. Wonka and all arrive in the next door, it is the nut room 

you can break a moment and see from the glass door and do not 

go into the nut room it is can disturb the squirrels 

b. All people see the squirrel outside the glass door and squirrels 

open the walnuts very fast, squirrels getting the treat to open 

the walnut from the walnut shells said Mr. Wonka 

c. Mike ask Mr. Wonka to use squirrel in their factory and do not 

use Oompa-Loompa 

d. The description of Mr. Wonka used squirrel in their factory 

because Oompa-Loompa donot open the walnut, Oomapa-

Loompa just can only open the walnut into two parts 

e. Veruca said in her mom that Veruca want Mr. Wonka’s the 

squirrel, Mrs. Salt do not allow Veruca to get the squirrel 

f. Mr. Wonka do not sell his squirrels but Veruca open the 

squirrel’s door and go down 

g. All squirrels stopped working and looking at Veruca and 

Veruca look around and stop in pretty squirrel 

h. Veruca come near to pretty squirrel, but many  squirrel jump 

into her body, twenty-five in right arm, twenty-five in left arm, 

twenty-five in the right leg, and twenty-four in left leg and go 

down into hole 

i. Mr. and Mrs. Salt cross with Mr. Wonka because Mr. Wonka 

this pipe went to waste disposal 

j. Mrs. Salt bend in front of the hole and one of the squirrels 

encourage Mrs. Salt into hole and followed with Mr. Salt 

29 

The Great Glass Lift 

a. Mr. Wonka explain about Veruca and all people do not worried 

about Veruca, Veruca will go to the wash 

b. Mr. Wonka give the question from the little group, where we 

were go 

c. Mike tired and want to watch the television, Mr. Wonka ask to 

people go to lift  

d. Description of lift made from glass, much button in every wall 
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and in the palate, lift can go anywhere 

e. All people come into lift and lift walk up and spinning around 

fast, Mrs. Taevee screamed in fear 

f. Grandpa Joe and Charlie holding the rope and keep silent, 

Charlie fell this lift like roller coaster 

g. Mrs. Taevee was sick, much sweat coming out from her body, 

Mr. Wonka take out a handkerchief in his black top 

h. App people arrive in television room and Mr. Wonka give 

attention to be careful 

30 

The Television-Chocolate Room 

a. After arrived in television room white light dazzled their eyes, 

Mr. Wonka give they some glasses and not take it off 

b. Charlie used glasses and Charlie see the long room, all room is 

white and do not dust everywhere, all Oompa-Loompa work in 

silent and Oompa-Loompa wearing astronaut suit 

c. Mr. Wonka happy while jumping to show the television 

chocolate, Mike interrupted Mr. Wonka to ask what is 

television chocolate 

d. Mr. Wonka explain how to work television and Mr. Wonka 

want to Charlie try the chocolate 

e. Mr. Wonka ask Mike to go back because, in television have 

danger ray to break you into tiny pieces, and why Oompa-

Loompa wear astronaut suit 

f. Bar of chocolate put in place and the bar of chocolate was 

gone, Mr. Wonka ask to children see in television, chocolate 

moved on television 

g. Charlie take the chocolate on television, in miracle bar of 

chocolate can move in to Charlie’s hand but the size was small 

31 

Mike Taevee in Sent by Television 

a. Mike was exited seeing chocolate sent by television 

b. Mike think the television can send the people live, but Mr. 

Wonka do not sure about it 

c. Mike running go to the black camera, and he think he was the 

first people to be sent by  television 

d. Mrs. Taevee was shock, Mike gone go to the television, Mike 

was tiny particle and to the television 

e. Mr. Wonka scare Mrs. Taevee with said two weeks ago just 

only half chocolate arrive in television, Mrs. Taevee screamed 

f. Time to time Mike seen in television but his body was tiny, 

Mrs. Taevee take Mike from television but Mike no more than 

one inch 

g. Mr. Taevee told to Mr. Wonka whether Mike will return back, 

Mr. Wonka have idea to put Mike in chewing gumming to 
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make Mike elastic and to be long and give Mike all vitamin 

without vitamin S and H 

h. Mr. Wonka ask Mr. and Mrs Taevee to follow Oompa-Loompa 

32 

Only Charlie Left 

a. Mr. Wonka goes to lift and ask which room the next but only 

Charlie left and Mr. Wonka turns and shakes Charlie’s hand 

give congratulation 

b. Mr. Wonka choose one button and lift go up and out 

c. Grandpa Joe scared because lift made from the glass 

d. Lift go up and down,  and came the explosion that make 

Grandpa Joe scared, lift go up like some rocket and stay in the 

sky like a helicopter 

e. Charlie can see tiny house and all children go out from the 

factory go to their home 

33 

The Other Children go home 

a. Mr. Wonka slow down the lift and see the other children go 

home and have one of truck full of chocolate 

b. Charlie and Mr. Wonka see Augustus come out and go to the 

truck, Charlie still confused whether they are okay 

c. Mr. Wonka and Grandpa Joe said okay, but they will change, 

Augustus was thin, Violet look like healthy, Veruca cover with 

rubies, Mike look thin and as a wire 

d. Mr. Wonka press other button and lift go up 

34 

Charlie’s Chocolate Factory 

a. Mr. Wonka going down and said how he love his chocolate 

factory and be silent and look to Charlie and ask Charlie what 

Charlie live with his factory and Charlie said yes 

b. Mr. Wonka want to give his factory to Charlie because Mr. 

Wonka is old man and do not have family, so Mr. Wonka want 

to have child to continue his factory 

c. Grandpa Joe still not believe Mr. Wonka give their factory to 

little Charlie and Mr. Wonka do not give their argument to 

Grandpa Joe and want to go Charle’s house 

d. Charlie pointed out in the small house on the edge of the city 

e. Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, Grandpa George, 

Grandma Georgina and Grandma Josephine very old and 

unable to get up from the bed 

f. Mr. Wonka can go all of the people because in their lift much 

room to bed 

g. Mr. Wonka go to the Grandpa and Grandma room, everythin 

shown they like dust, wood, cockroaches, spider, brick, 

cement, and much more. 
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h. Granma Georgina was shock until fainted, Grandma 

Josephine’s teeth come out, and Grandpa George hiding under 

the blanket, Mr. and Mrs. Bucket come from the next room 

i. Charlie, Grandpa Joe, and Mr. Wonka comes and explains 

about what happen, two grandma refused to go with Mr. 

Wonka but Mr. Wonka push their bed into lift and also Mr. and 

Mrs. Bucket 

j. Two Grandmas and Grandpa still panic because their bed 

began to rise and little Charlie tried to calm they 

k. Grandma Josephine starving and all people look starving, Mr. 

Wonka told to wait and see. 
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Appendix 3. Table of Data Tabulation Six Pillars of Character 

No Characterization Frequency Sequence 

1  Honest 2 32e, 34d  

2  Reliable 
8 1d, 2c, 10c, 10l, 14b, 14c, 

22d, 34e 

3  Loyal 
7 1a, 1c, 10a, 10d, 10j, 22d, 

34e  

4  Polite 
12  1a, 1c, 2c, 10a, 10b, 10k, 

10l, 18e, 22d, 33b, 34e, 34i 

5  Tolerant 

14  1a, 1b, 1c, 1d, 10c, 10d, 
10k, 10l, 11b, 14h, 14k, 14n, 
26b, 34e 

6  Good Manner 
 5  1d, 2a,10l, 14n, 18e, 22d, 

34e 

7  Responsible 
12  1a, 1b, 1c, 2d, 10c, 22d, 

26b, 29g, 29h, 33b, 34e, 34i 

8  Pursuit of excellence  4  14m, 15a, 15c, 15f 

9  Self-restraint 

16  1d, 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, 10l, 12a, 
14b, 14c, 14f, 14j, 14k, 14l, 
22e, 32a, 34e 

10  Impartial  3  11i, 12j, 13a 

11  Open Minded  4 10l, 14b, 14c, 34e 

12  Care 

13  1a, 10a, 10h, 10k, 12a, 14i, 
14n, 26b, 32e, 33b, 34d, 
34e, 34i 

13  Kind  5  14j, 14k, 14l, 14n, 34e 

14  Ethics  3  1b,14n, 18e 

15  Cooperative  4 1d, 2a, 13e, 14m 

16  Obedience  2  13e, 14m 
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Appendix 4. Table Classification of Six Pillars of Character 

 

1. Honest 

characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Honest 1 22f Charlie put chocolate in his mouth and taste 

the chocolate, Charlie’s heart until toe fell 

happy 

Charlie like chocolate but Charlie just 

taste chocolate one a years, in this part 

Charlie cannot lie with chocolate in Mr. 

Wonka factory and Charlie cannot lie 

about his feelings after tasting 

chocolate 

2 32e Charlie can see tiny house and all children go 

out from the factory go to their home 

Charlie is a little boy but Charlie 

different like another children, Charlie 

does not shy if Charlie show his house 

3 34d Charlie pointed out in the small house on the 

edge of the city 

Charlie feel happy to show his house to 

Mr. Wonka Charlie point his house to 

Mr. Wonka, Charlie life in small 

wooden house but Charlie not shy to 

give Mr. Wonka know about his house 

 

2. Reliable 

characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Reliable 1 1d The description of Charlie’s meal in the 

morning, afternoon, and dinner bread with 

margarine and potatoes with cabbage soup. 

Charlie stay in poor family, Charlie 

every day eat with bread, potatoes, and 

cabbage but Charlie does not angry 

with that situation 
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2 2c The description of Charlie when see other 

children take bar of creamy chocolate and 

Charlie fell like torture. 

 Charlie is a little boy but Charlie know 

what Cherie can doing and where 

Charlie does not doing. Charlie see 

other children to consume chocolate 

and Charlie feel fortune. In that 

situation Charlie does not ask his 

family to buy chocolate. Charlie knows 

his family cannot buy chocolate for 

Charlie.  

3 10c The description of Charlie’s present from his 

family is Wonka’s Whipple-Scrumptious 

fudgemallow delight. 

 Charlie is a little boy to like chocolate. 

Charlie can taste chocolate in one a 

years, but in Charlie’s birthday Charlie 

does not ask his family to buy two or 

more chocolate. Charlie happy to get 

one chocolate although to share with 

his family. 

4 10l The description of Charlie patient when 

Charlie see do not golden ticket 

 Charlie can be reliable because Charlie 

does not sad if Charlie know inside the 

chocolate so not have golden chocolate. 

It is because Charlie can be reliable 

5 14b Charlie fell the weather like knife on his 

check 

 Charlie’s house was broken but 

Charlie, but Charlie still happy live in 

that house. Because Charlie loved with 

his family. One day the weather was 

change. Temperature very cool. The 

cool air enters into hole, Charlie feels 

cool but Charlie does not do anything. 

In that situation Charlie does not ask 

his family to buy something for 
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Charlie, it is because Charlie as a 

reliable character. 

6 14c The weather is freezing but Charlie does not 

have space to hide to keep warm their body 

 The air was come into Charlie house, 

can know Charlie house is small size. 

In that house Charlie does not enough 

space to keep his body warm. 

7 22d Charlie seating besides Granpa Joe and 

holding Granpa Joe’s hand, little Charlie 

curious with all about Charlie see, Oompa-

loompa, pink boat, chocolate river, big pipe, 

chocolate waterfall 

 Charlie loved with his family, in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory Charlie help Grandpa 

Joe come into bot. it is can see Charlie 

as a reliable character. 

8 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, 

Grandpa George, Grandma Georgina and 

Grandma Josephine very old and unable to get 

up from the bed 

 After Charlie finish on Mr. Wonka’s 

factory, Charlie come out to be the 

winner. Charlie happy, than Mr. 

Wonka ask Charlie to stay in factory 

and to be an owner in that factory, 

Charlie said yes but after Charlie 

arrived at school Charlie see his family 

and Charlie does not want to stay in 

factory because Charlie cannot leave 

his family. 

 

3. Loyal 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Loyal 1 1a The description of Charlie’s family, that 

consisted with Charlie’s Grandparents, 

Charlie’s parents, and Charlie. 

 Charlie stay in small wooden house 

with big family. Charlie live in small 

house with seven people consested with 
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two parents, four granparenta, and also 

Charlie, Charlie very loved with his 

family. 

2 1c The description of finances in Charlie’s 

family are only Charlie’s father have a job, 

they are a poor family, but they are loving 

family. 

 In small wooden house, just only 

Charlie’s father has a job. Charlie’s 

father work in toothpaste factory and it 

is not enough for seven people. Charlie 

is a good boy. Charlie does not ask 

something for his family. 

3 10a The description of Charlie smile when four 

grandparents give, Charlie, present. 

 In Charlie’s birthday Chalice’s family 

only get one bar of chocolate, in 

Charlie’s mine it is not enough but 

Charlie cannot do anything because 

Charlie know the finance his family. 

Charlie also gives his family smile if 

Charlie gives chocolate from his 

family. It is make Charlie as a loyal 

character. 

4 10d The description of Charlie’s grandparent’s 

position in every corner. 

 In Charlie’s house just only have one 

bed, and one bed can use with his four 

grandparents, Charlie and his parents 

sleep on matrass. 

5 10j The description of Charlie’s hope to get 

golden ticket 

 Charlie love with his family and 

Charlie want to get golden ticket for his 

family, but Charlie now the finance his 

family. Charlie cannot ask his family to 

buy chocolate for Charlie. Charlie just 

only silent because Charlie does not his 

family sad with Charlie. 
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6 22d Charlie seating besides Grandpa Joe and 

holding Granpa Joe’s hand, little Charlie 

curious with all about Charlie see, Oompa-

loompa, pink boat, chocolate river, big pipe, 

chocolate waterfall 

 Charlie can get golden ticket and 

Charlie goes to factory with Grandpa 

Joe. Charlie always stay besides 

Grandpa Joe. Charlie take Grandpa 

Joe’s hand to help Grandpa Joe come 

into the boat. 

7 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to factory, 

Grandpa George, Grandma Georgina and 

Grandma Josephine very old and unable to get 

up from the bed 

 Charlie loved with his family. Charlie 

get  a chance to be an owner in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory but Charlie cannot go, 

Charlie want to stay at home with his 

family 

 

4. Polite 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Polite 1 1a The description of Charlie’s family, that 

consisted with Charlie’s Grandparents, 

Charlie’s parents, and Charlie. 

 Charlie at home stays with big 

family. In small wooden house just 

only two room, Charlie happy stay 

with his family. 

2 1c The description of finances in Charlie’s family 

are only Charlie’s father have a job, they are a 

poor family, but they are loving family. 

 Charlie is one of poor family. 

Charlie stays in small wooden house 

with his big family. In Charlie’s 

house just only Charlie’s father has a 

job. Charlie is a poor boy but Charlie 

loved with big family. 

3 2c The description of Charlie when see other 

children take bar of creamy chocolate and 

Charlie fell like torture. 

 Charlie like chocolate but Charlie 

know his family cannot buy 

chocolate for Charlie. Charlie can 
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taste chocolate one a years. One day 

Charlie see other children ear 

chocolate, Charlie just silent and do 

not ask that children. 

4 10a The description of Charlie smile when four 

grandparents give, Charlie, present. 

 Charlie always accepted in all 

people give Charlie something,  

Charlie as a polite character, it is 

because Charlie not angry if 

Charlie’s family give Charlie 

something. 

5 10b The description of Charlie’s happy have present 

from his family to Charlie’s birthday 

 Charlie knows his families save the 

money for Charlie. It is because 

Charlie happy to get something from 

Charlie’s family. 

6 10k The description of grandma Georgina’s support 

to Charlie. 

 Grandma Georgina know Charlie 

sad if Charlie does not get golden 

ticket. Charlie happy if Grandma Joe 

supports Charlie. 

7 10l The description of Charlie patient when Charlie 

see do not golden ticket 

 Charlie is a boy but Charlie different 

like other children. Charlie does not 

ask his family to buy something or 

chocolate. In Charlie’s birthday 

Charlie does not get golden ticket, it 

is make Charlie freeze but Charlie 

does not sad and angry with that 

situation. 

8 18e Charlie stay in long corridor, the wall was soft 

pink color. 

 Charlie arrives in Mr. Wonka’s 

factory. Charlie stays in long corridor 

to wait the instruction in Mr. Wonka. 
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9 22d Charlie seating besides Grandpa Joe and 

holding Grandpa Joe’s hand, little Charlie 

curious with all about Charlie see, Oompa-

loompa, pink boat, chocolate river, big pipe, 

chocolate waterfall 

 Charlie loved with his family. 

Charlie goes into Wonka’s factory 

with Grandpa Joe. It is can see 

Charlie as a polite character. 

10 33b Charlie and Mr. Wonka see Augustus come out 

and go to the truck, Charlie still confused wither 

they are okay 

 Charlie as a polite character, it can 

see if Charlie come into Mr. Wonka’s 

factory and Charlie be a winner, in 

that situation Charlie ask about 

August. Charlie want his new friends 

does not have problem. 

11 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, 

Grandpa George, Grandma Georgina and 

Grandma Josephine very old and unable to get 

up from the bed 

 After Charlie come out from Mr. 

Wonka’s factory, Mr. Wonka ask 

Charlie question. Mr. Wonka wants 

Charlie to be an owner in that 

factory. Charlie see his family and 

Charlie does not want to stay in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory. 

12 34i Charlie, Grandpa Joe, and Mr. Wonka comes 

and explains about what happen, two grandma 

refused to go with Mr. Wonka but Mr. Wonka 

push their bed into lift and also Mr. and Mrs. 

Bucket 

 All members in Charlie’s family 

shock because Charlie and Mr. 

Wonka come into rooftop. Charlie 

very enthusiasm to tell the story 

about what they see. 
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5. Tolerant 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Tolerant 1 1a The description of Charlie’s family, that consisted 

with Charlie’s Grandparents, Charlie’s parents, 

and Charlie. 

 Charlie stays in small wooden 

house with his family. In Charlie’s 

home just only father have a job. It 

is makes Charlie and his family 

should share all in that house. In 

that room just only have one bed, 

can used with grandpas and 

grandmas.  

2 1b The description of Charlie’s house as a small 

wooden house, in a great town, uncomfortable 

house for seven people, only one bed in a two 

room, and Charlie’s home was broken.  

 Charlie not protesting and 

demanding his family to stay in 

small home, Charlie happy in his 

family, although Charlie just only 

lunch with boiled potatoes only. 

3 1c The description of finances in Charlie’s family are 

only Charlie’s father have a job, they are a poor 

family, but they are loving family. 

 Charlie stay in small wooden 

house. Charlie stay with seven 

people in one house. In Charlie’s 

house just only Charlie’s father has 

a job, it is make Charlie and his 

family cannot buy anything to 

fulfill in that house. 

4 1d The description of Charlie’s meal in the morning, 

afternoon, and dinner bread with margarine and 

potatoes with cabbage soup. 

 Charlie’s family work in 

toothpaste factory and it is does 

not enough for seven people. 

Every day Charlie’s family serve 

breakfast with bread and butter, for 

lunch just boiled potatoes and 
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cabbage soup.  

5 10c The description of Charlie’s present from his 

family is Wonka’s Whipple-Scrumptious 

fudgemallow delight. 

 Charlie just only taste the 

chocolate only one a years. In this 

year’s Charlie get Whipple-

Scrumptious fudgemallow delight. 

Charlie happy to get chocolate 

although Charlie should share with 

his family. 

6 10d The description of Charlie’s grandparent’s 

position in every corner. 

 In Charlie’s house just have one 

bed, it is used with four 

grandparents, four grandparents 

stay in every corner. 

7 10k The description of grandma Georgina’s support to 

Charlie. 

 Charlie just silent but Grandma 

Georgina know if Charlie sad and 

want to get golden ticket. Grandma 

Georgina support Charlie to make 

Charlie happy. 

8 10l The description of Charlie patient when Charlie 

see do not golden ticket 

 Charlie wants to get one of golden 

ticket, in that situation Charlie se 

inside the chocolate and does not 

golden paper. Charlie feel freeze 

but Charlie cannot ask his family 

to buy another chocolate for 

Charlie. 

9 11b The description of Charlie disappointment about 

three and four golden tickets 

 Charlie disappointment with 

golden ticket but Charlie cannot do 

anything. Charlie have a hope to 

get golden ticket. In that situation 

Charlie just only silent and ask 
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who get the golden tickets. 

10 14h Charlie and other serve the meal with one slice 

bread and half boiled potatoes 

 Charlie’s father cannot buy 

anything else to eat for seven 

people. It is make Charlie and his 

family only consume bread, boiled 

potatoes and cabbage soup. 

11 14k Charlie patient save their energy with go to school 

with slowly, sat in class if the break time 

 In the morning Charlie goes to 

school while feel hunger. Charlie 

every day just breakfast just only 

bread, it is not enough for Charlie. 

It is make Charlie should walk 

with slowly and stay inside class to 

make Charlie does not hunger. 

12 14n Charlie thing they can buy chocolate and give the 

rest of money to his mother 

 After Charlie finish at school, 

Charlie sees money on the road, it 

is make Charlie think to buy 

chocolate and give his mother a 

half of that money. 

13 26b Charlie ask Mr. Wonka about Violet if she already 

right or purple again, Mr. Wonka give Charlie 

explanation, Violet will already like before, but 

she was purple because it is consequence of 

children to eat gum everyday 

 Charlie always ask about his new 

friends. Charlie does not want his 

new friend something problem. It 

is make Charlie can see as a 

tolerant character. 

14 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, 

Grandpa George, Grandma Georgina and 

Grandma Josephine very old and unable to get up 

from the bed 

 Charlie want to get golden ticket 

but if Charlie be a winner in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory Charlie does not 

want to leave his family. Charlie 

want to live with his family in that 

house. 
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6. Good manner 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Good Manner 1 1d The description of Charlie’s meal in the morning, 

afternoon, and dinner bread with margarine and 

potatoes with cabbage soup. 

 Charlie stay in small wooden 

house with his family, every day 

Charlie just only consume bread 

with butter, and boiled potatoes 

with cabbage soup. In that 

situation Charlie does not protest 

with his family. 

2 2a The descriptions of Charlie every morning see a 

great chocolate from the window’s shop. 

 Charlie is a little boy like 

chocolate, because the financial 

make Charlie cannot taste 

chocolate in every day. Before 

Charlie goes to school Charlie see 

chocolate in windows shop 

3 10l The description of Charlie patient when Charlie 

see do not golden ticket 

 Charlie get chocolate only one a 

years, it is make Charlie give a 

hope in chocolate Charlie get in 

Charlie’s birthday. 

4 14n Charlie thing they can buy chocolate and give the 

rest of money to his mother 

 Charlie get money on the road, it 

is make Charlie think from that 

money Charlie can buy chocolate 

and give a half of that money in 

his mother. Charlie think his 

mother can buy anything food 

from that money. 
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5 18e Charlie stay in long corridor, the wall was soft 

pink color. 

 Charlie confused in Mr. Wonka’s 

corridor, besides Charlie stay in 

long corridor and wait Mr. Wonka 

give Charlie direction into Mr. 

Wonka’s factory. 

6  22d Charlie seating besides Granpa Joe and holding 

Granpa Joe’s hand, little Charlie curious with all 

about Charlie see, Oompa-loompa, pink boat, 

chocolate river, big pipe, chocolate waterfall 

 Charlie loved with his family, 

Charlie come into factory with 

Grandpa Joe. Inside factory 

Charlie help Grandpa Joe come 

into the boat. It is can show 

Charlie as a good manner 

character. 

 7 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go, to see Grandpa 

George, Grandma Georgina and Grandma 

Josephine very old and unable to get up from the 

bed 

 Charlie come to be a winner but 

Charlie does not want to leave his 

family, so Charlie give to know 

Mr. Wonka if Charlie cannot go 

with Mr. Wonka. 

 

7. Responsible 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Responsible 1 1a The description of Charlie’s family, that consisted 

with Charlie’s Grandparents, Charlie’s parents, 

and Charlie. 

 Charlie attempt his feeling to 

thing their family and Charlie want 

to sleep on matrass only. 

2 1b The description of Charlie’s house as a small 

wooden house, in a great town, uncomfortable 

house for seven people, only one bed in a two 

room, and Charlie’s home was broken.  

 Charlie’s family is a poor boy. 

Charlie life with seven people in 

one house. Charlie lives in small 

wooden house, with two parents, 
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and four grandparents. In Charlie’s 

house just only two rooms, four 

grandparents sleep on one room.  

In Charlie’s house just only have 

one bed that can used in four 

grandparent. 

3 1c The description of finances in Charlie’s family are 

only Charlie’s father have a job, they are a poor 

family, but they are loving family. 

 Charlie stays in small wooden 

house and poor family. Charlie 

like chocolate but Charlie cannot 

buy chocolate, because Charlie 

know his family does not have 

enough money to buy chocolate. It 

is make Charlie have 

responsibility to make his family 

happy because in Charlie’s house 

just only Charlie is a little boy.  

4 2d The descriptions of Charlie’s family save their 

money to give Charlie bar of chocolate in one a 

years on his birthday. 

 Charlie's family want to Charlie 

happy and Charlie know that 

because Charlie know Charlie’s 

father doing a job to give seven 

people meal every day, even 

Charlie’s family can only buy 

boiled potatoes and cabbage soup. 

It is make Charlie has responsible 

character. 

5 10c The description of Charlie’s present from his 

family is Wonka’s Whipple-Scrumptious 

fudgemallow delight. 

 Charlie like chocolate and 

Charlie’s family know about that. 

Before Charlie’s birthday, 

Charlie’s families save money to 
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buy chocolate. Charlie’s birthday 

was arrived, Charlie’s mother buy 

Whipple-Scrumptious 

fudgemallow delight for Charlie, 

because that Charlie have a job to 

make his family happy. 

6 22d Charlie seating besides Granpa Joe and holding 

Granpa Joe’s hand, little Charlie curious with all 

about Charlie see, Oompa-loompa, pink boat, 

chocolate river, big pipe, chocolate waterfall 

 Charlie is one of lucky children, 

Charlie get the last golden ticket. 

The day was arrived, Charlie come 

into factory with Mr. Wonka. 

Charlie always stay besides 

Grandpa Joe. It is make Charlie 

have a job to look and stay besides 

Grandpa Joe. 

7 26b Charlie ask Mr. Wonka about Violet if she already 

right or purple again, Mr. Wonka give Charlie 

explanation, Violet will already like before, but 

she was purple because it is consequence of 

children to eat gum everyday 

 Charlie see his new friends to be 

purple and Charlie want to ask 

Violet was okay with Mr. Wonka. 

8 29g Mrs. Taevee was sick, much sweat coming out 

from her body, Mr. Wonka take out a handkerchief 

in his black top 

 Charlie see Mr. Wonka get a 

treatment for Mrs. Taevee, it is can 

said responsible with other people 

Mr. Wonka want all childrent 

cannot doing something because it 

is dangerous for children 

9 29h All people arrive in television room and Mr. 

Wonka give attention to be careful 

 The next room is television room, 

Charlie and all children come into 

television room. Arrived at 

television room Mr. Wonka give 
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Charlie and Mike glasses, because 

that Charlie and Mike can see all 

in television room. This room 

much something expensive and 

Charlie does not want to touch 

something before Mr. Wonka give 

direction  

10 33b Charlie and Mr. Wonka see Augustus come out 

and go to the truck, Charlie still confused wether 

they are okay 

 Charlie confused with Augustus 

and other children it is make 

Charlie ask with Mr. Wonka. 

Charlie respect with his friends, 

Charlie want his friend was okay. 

11 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go, to see Grandpa 

George, Grandma Georgina and Grandma 

Josephine very old and unable to get up from the 

bed 

 After Charlie be a winner, Mr. 

Wonka ask Charlie to stay in 

factory and be an owner, because 

Mr. Wonka was old to make 

something in that factory. Charlie 

arrived at home, Charlie see his 

family and Charlie cannot stay in 

Mr. Wonka’s factory because 

Charlie responsible with his 

family. 

12 34i Charlie, Grandpa Joe, and Mr. Wonka comes and 

explains about what happen, two grandma refused 

to go with Mr. Wonka but Mr. Wonka push their 

bed into lift and also Mr. and Mrs. Bucket 

 Charlie want to all family know 

what Charlie see and Grandpa Joe 

see in Mr. Wonka’s factory. 
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8. Pursuit of excellence 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Pursuit of 

excellence 

1 14m Charlie get fifty pence piece and with hones 

Charlie quickly look if someone drop the money 

 After Charlie finish study at 

school Charlie goes into home 

with slowly at Charlie see fifty 

pence on the road. In this situation 

Charlie want to buy chocolate but 

in other site Charlie want to give 

that money for Charlie’s mother, 

because Charlie think his family 

can buy another food rir this 

money. 

2 15a Charlie very excited go to the shop with hurry  After Charlie looking around, 

Charlie quickly goes into shop to 

buy chocolate in the store. From 

that money Charlie can buy two 

chocolate. 

3 15c Charlie happy choose the chocolate and quickly to 

taste the chocolate and want more and more. 

 In that situation Charlie feel 

happy because Charlie can taste 

two bar of chocolate alone. Charlie 

does not think his family, Charlie 

just only eat two chocolate alone 

and until Charlie get last golden 

ticket. 

4 15f Charlie buy one more chocolate, it is the last 

chocolate Charlie 

 After Charlie finish eat one 

Chocolate Charlie want to taste 

chocolate more and Charlie buy 

one more chocolate in small shop 
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and get golden tiket. 

 

 

 

9. Self-restraint 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Self-restraint 1 1d The description of Charlie’s meal in the morning, 

afternoon, and dinner bread with margarine and 

potatoes with cabbage soup. 

 Charlie is a small boy but Charlie 

does not complain with the meal. 

Charlie in the morning breakfast 

with bread with butter, in the 

afternoon Charlie lunch with 

boiled potatoes with cabbage soup. 

Can see that meal does not enough 

for Charlie 

2 2a The descriptions of Charlie every morning see a 

great chocolate from the window’s shop. 

 Charlie is a poor boy, Charlie 

very like chocolate, but Charlie 

know his family does not enough 

money to buy chocolate for 

Charlie. Every morning before 

Charlie goes to school, Charlie 

sees chocolate from outside 

windows shop. 

3 2b The description of Charlie walks every morning in 

Wonka’s factory Charlie overlooking and smell 

the chocolate. 

 Charlie every morning see the 

chocolate from the windows shop, 

but sometimes Charlie past in front 

of Mr. Wonka’s factory because in 
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Mr. Factory Charlie can smell the 

melting chocolate. It is make 

Charlie happy and want to past the 

factory. 

4 2c  The description of Charlie when see other 

children take bar of creamy chocolate and Charlie 

fell like torture. 

 Charlie is a poor boy and Charlie 

know his family cannot buy 

chocolate for Charlie. In Charlie 

mind Charlie want to taste 

chocolate but Charlie cannot. 

Charlie see other children eat 

chocolate but Charlie just only 

imagination to taste that chocolate. 

5 2d The descriptions of Charlie’s family save their 

money to give Charlie bar of chocolate in one a 

years on his birthday. 

  

6 10l The description of Charlie patient when Charlie 

see do not golden ticket 

 Someday Charlie know Mr. 

Wonka give announcement about 

golden ticket. Charlie does not 

have a hope because Charlie jus 

only taste chocolate one a year, 

that in in Charlie’s birthday. 

Charlie knows the winner in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory can get a lot of 

chocolate. In Charlie’s birthday 

Charlie open that chocolate but 

Charlie se inside chocolate but 

Charlie does not have golden 

chocolate and Charlie just only 

silent to see does not has golden 
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ticket. 

7 12a The description of Charlie worried ask the fourth 

golden ticket 

 Charlie know the information in 

newspaper, four golden ticket was 

found. In Charlie mind, Charlie 

ver worried but Charlie does not 

doing something. Charlie just only 

silent because Charlie does not ask 

his family to buy more chocolate 

for Charlie. 

8 14b Charlie fell the weather like knife on his check  Two week was past, the weather 

was change but the last golden 

ticket does not get. The weather 

very cool, every Charlie touch 

something feel like ice. Charlie 

feel the air like knife in Charlie’s 

check. 

9 14c The weather is freezing but Charlie does not have 

space to hide to keep warm their body 

 Charlie sleep on matrass, it is 

make the weather very cool. 

Charlie does not enough places to 

keep his body. Charlie feels all 

people in Charlie’s house want to 

keep his body. Charlie does not 

want to ask his family to buy 

blanket for Charlie. 

10 14f  Charlie patient to thing everyone get a hot apple 

pie but Charlie just have cabbage meal 

 In cool temperature, Charlie have 

imagination to eat hot apple pie. 

Charlie feels how lucky they are, 

but Charlie does not ask his family 

to buy something to eat. Charlie 
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just keep calm and silent on 

matrass. 

11 14j Grandpa Joe and Granma Josephine want Charlie 

eating like other child because Charlie is growing 

but Charlie care with other people at their home 

 Grandma Josephine very love 

with Charlie, Grandma Josephine 

sad looking Charlie like skeleton 

and Grandma Josephine know one 

slice of bread not enough for 

Charlie until Charlie arrived at 

home. 

12 14k Charlie patient save their energy with go to school 

with slowly, sat in class if the break time 

 Charlie very hungry but Charlie 

does not want to ask his family if 

Charlie hungry. Charlie knows the 

financial his family, so Charlie 

does not want to fells his family 

sad if Charlie feel hungry every 

day. 

13 14l Charlie go home with slowly and patient to 

withstand hunger 

 The study was finish but Charlie 

does not have enough spirit to go 

Charlie’s home. Charlie walk 

slowly go to home. Charlie want 

Charlie’s energy enough until 

Charlie arrived at school and until 

lunch time was come. 

14 22e Mr. Wonka sit beside Charlie and take a mug and 

put into chocolate river and give the chocolate to 

Charlie and Grandpa Joe, Mr. Wonka see Charlie 

and Grandpa Joe like skeleton starving 

 One day Charlie has the time to 

come in Mr. Wonka’s factory. In 

Mr. Wonka’s factory Charlie want 

to taste the chocolate but Charlie 

does not take chocolate before Mr. 

Wonka ask Charlie to taste 
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chocolate. Charlie feel happy if 

Mr. Wonka ask Charlie to taste 

chocolate from Chocolate River. 

15 32a Charlie can see tiny house and all children go out 

from the factory go to their home 

 Charlie just only one left, in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory. From Charlie 

come into Mr. Wonka’s factory 

Charlie does not touch anything 

until Charlie one left in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory. 

16 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, Grandpa 

George, Grandma Georgina and Grandma 

Josephine very old and unable to get up from the 

bed 

Charlie as a winner in Mr. 

Wonka’s factory. Mr. Wonka ask 

Charlie to stay in Mr. Wonka’s 

factory and to be an owner in that 

factory. But after Charlie arrived 

at home Charlie does not want to 

stay in Mr. Wonka’s factory 

because Charlie cannot leave his 

family alone. 

 

10. Impartial 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Impartial 1 11i  The description of Grandma Josephine and 

Georgina annoyed with Miss Violet do 

 Charlie’s father give newspaper at 

home and Grandma Josephine and 

Grandma Georgina read about 

Violet. Grandma Josephine and 

Grandma Georgina do not like 

with Violet. But Charlie just only 
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listens about Violet and does not 

ask or say something for Violet 

with Grandma Josephine and 

Grandma Georgina. 

2 12j Two grandmas said Mike Taevee naughty boy  Two more ticket was found with 

two lucky children. Charlie just 

read and listen about Mike from 

Grandma Josephine and Grandma 

Georgina.  

3 13a Charlie arrived at home and Charlie want to see 

for grandparents but only Grandpa Joe wake up 

 After Charlie arrived at home 

Charlie want to see four 

grandparents but on the bed just 

only Grandpa Joe awake, Charlie 

talk about golden ticket with 

Grandpa Joe. 

 

11. Open-minded 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Open-Minded 1 10l The description of Charlie patient when Charlie see 

do not golden ticket 

 Charlie is a little boy but Charlie 

know how to give expression in 

his family, Charlie know how to 

expression in that situation. 

Charlie does not want his family 

think about Charlie. 

2 14b Charlie fell the weather like knife on his check  Charlie stay in small wooden 

house, in the summer time it is 

not bad, but in the winter Charlie 
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and his family cannot keep his 

body. Charlie just stay in house 

and Charlie does not have space 

to keep his body warm. 

3 14c The weather is freezing but Charlie does not have 

space to hide to keep warm their body 

 The weather was change, 

Charlie feel freeze but Charlie 

just have small wooden house. 

Cool air can come into Charlie’s 

house from hole. 

4 34a Mr. Wonka going down and said how he love his 

chocolate factory and be silent and look to Charlie 

and ask Charlie want to live with his factory and 

Charlie said yes 

 After Charlie to be a winner, Mr. 

Wonka wants Charlie to be an 

owner in Mr. WOnka’s factoru. 

Charlie think, Charlie can buy 

another food and taste chocolate 

every day. 

 

12. Care 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Care 1 1a The description of Charlie’s family, that consisted 

with Charlie’s Grandparents, Charlie’s parents, and 

Charlie. 

 Charlie stay in small wooden 

house with seven people 

consisted with four grandparents, 

two mother, and Charlie. 

Although Charlie stays with 

seven people Charlie love each 

other. 

2 10a The description of Charlie smile when four 

grandparents give, Charlie, present. 

In Charlie’s birthday his families 

give Charlie gift. Charlie always 
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accepted what his families give 

for Charlie. Charlie does not want 

his family sad because Charlie. 

3 10h The description of Charlie’s disappointment about a 

golden ticket. 

 Charlie know about golden ticket 

and the reward if Charlie get 

golden ticket, because that 

Charlie want to get golden ticket 

because Charlie want to give his 

family a lot of food and chocolate 

every day.  

4 10k The description of grandma Georgina’s support to 

Charlie. 

 Grandma Georgina care with 

Charlie. It is can see in Grandma 

Georgina give Charlie support if 

Charlie know, Charlie does not 

get golden ticket. 

5 12a The description of Charlie worried ask the fourth 

golden ticket 

 Charlie worried about golden 

ticket if Charlie does not get 

golden ticket, because Charlie 

wants to get the reward and give 

to family. Charlie wants his 

family can taste another food and 

chocolate every day. 

6 14i The next day Charlie happy to smell the chocolate 

melting from the Wonka’s Factory 

 Charlie care with other place it 

can show if Charlie smell hot 

chocolate in Mr. Wonka’s 

factory. Charlie always past in 

front of factory. 

7 14n Charlie thing they can buy chocolate and give the 

rest of money to his mother 

 Charlie every day just only 

breakfast with bread and butter, in 
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the afternoon Charlie lunch with 

boiled potatoes and cabbage soup. 

It is can make Charlie want to 

give money to his mother because 

Charlie want his mother buy 

another food. 

8 26b Charlie ask Mr. Wonka about Violet if she already 

right or purple again, Mr. Wonka give Charlie 

explanation, Violet will already like before, but she 

was purple because it is consequence of children to 

eat gum everyday 

 Charlie know Violet in Wonka’s 

factory, but Charlie care with 

Violet. Charlie want Violet was 

okay. 

9 32e Charlie can see tiny house and all children go out 

from the factory go to their home 

 After Charlie is a winner, Charlie 

goes out from factory with lift. 

Charlie sees his house from that 

lift and Charlie see all children 

come out and goes into truck. 

10 33b Charlie and Mr. Wonka see Augustus come out and 

go to the truck, Charlie still confused wether they 

are okay 

 Charlie see August on the lift and 

Charlie want to know August was 

find. It is can show Charlie as a 

care character 

11 34d Charlie pointed out in the small house on the edge 

of the city 

 Charlie live in small wooden 

house and Charlie does not shy to 

show his house for Mr. Wonka. it 

is because Charlie loved with his 

family. 

12 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, Grandpa 

George, Grandma Georgina and Grandma 

Josephine very old and unable to get up from the 

bed 

 Charlie come out from Wonka’s 

factory to be a winner and Mr. 

Wonka ask Charlie to stay in 

factory and to be an owner, but 
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Charlie see his family. Charlie 

does not want to leave his family, 

Charlie want to stay with all 

family. 

13 34i Charlie, Grandpa Joe, and Mr. Wonka comes and 

explains about what happen, two grandma refused 

to go with Mr. Wonka but Mr. Wonka push their 

bed into lift and also Mr. and Mrs. Bucket 

 Charlie and Grandpa Joe care 

with all family, Charlie and 

Grandpa Joe want to Charlie’s 

parents and two grandpa and 

Grandpa George know what 

Charlie and Grandpa Joe see in 

Wonka’s factory. 

 

13. Kind 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Kind 1 14j Grandpa Joe and Granma Josephine want Charlie 

eating like other child because Charlie is growing 

but Charlie care with other people at their home 

 Grandpa Joe and Granma 

Josephine give Charlie meal but 

Charlie cannot eat that meal 

because Charlie know Grandpa 

Joe and Granma Josephine nee 

food for his body. 

2 14k Charlie patient save their energy with go to school 

with slowly, sat in class if the break time 

 Every day Charlie breakfast with 

bread with butter, it is make 

Charlie hungry at school. Charlie 

should keep his energy with walk 

slowly. 

3 14l Charlie go home with slowly and patient to 

withstand hunger 

 After Charlie finish at school 

Charlie walk alone with slowly 
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and Charlie withstand hunger. 

Charlie does not want to ask his 

family if Charlie hunger. 

4 14n Charlie thing they can buy chocolate and give the 

rest of money to his mother 

 Charlie every day breakfast with 

bread with butter, boiled potatoes 

and cabbage soup for lunch. In 

one situation Charlie get money 

on the road than Charlie want to 

give that money for his mother if 

his mother can buy another food 

for family. 

5 34e Charlie think his mother cannot go to see, Grandpa 

George, Grandma Georgina and Grandma 

Josephine very old and unable to get up from the 

bed 

 Charlie get factory but Charlie 

cannot goes into factory. Charlie 

want to stay at house with his 

family. 

 

14. Ethics 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Ethics 1 1b The description of Charlie’s house as a small 

wooden house, in a great town, uncomfortable 

house for seven people, only one bed in a two 

room, and Charlie’s home was broken.  

 Charlie stay in small wooden 

house with his family. In that 

house just only have one bed and 

usually used with four 

grandparents. Charlie and his 

parents sleep on matrass, Charlie 

know four grandparents need that 

bed. 

2 14n Charlie thing they can buy chocolate and give the  Charlie as a daughter, Charlie 
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rest of money to his mother wants to see his family happy. In 

one situation Charlie get money 

and Charlie want to give a half of 

that money for his family. Charlie 

think his family can buy another 

foom from that money. 

3 18e Charlie stay in long corridor, the wall was soft pink 

color. 

 Charlie arrived in Wonka’s 

factory, Charlie stay in long 

corridor before Mr. Wonka give 

Charlie direction goes into Mr. 

Wonka factory. 

 

15. Cooperative 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Cooperative 1 1d The description of Charlie’s meal in the morning, 

afternoon, and dinner bread with margarine and 

potatoes with cabbage soup. 

 Charlie stays with seven people 

at home. Charlie every day 

breakfast with bread with 

margarine, boiled potatoes with 

cabbage soup for lunch, cabbage 

soup again for support. It is can 

make Charlie as a cooperative 

character. 

2 2a The descriptions of Charlie every morning see a great 

chocolate from the window’s shop. 

 Charlie stay in small wooden 

house, in that house just only 

Charlie’s father have a job, it is 

make Charlie’s family does not 

have enough money. Charlie 
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knows his family does not have 

enough money to buy chocolate. 

It is make Charlie just only see 

chocolate from outside the 

windows shop.  

3 13e Charlie exited go out from the room and back in five 

minutes 

 Charlie can be cooperative 

because Charlie always help all 

family in that house, Charlie 

goes to shop to buy chocolate for 

Grandpa Joe. 

4 14m Charlie get fifty pence piece and with hones Charlie 

quickly look if someone drop the money 

 In one situation Charlie get 

money on the road but Charlie 

quickly look around to see 

someone who the lost the 

money. It is can said Charlie as a 

cooperative Character. 

 

16. Obedience 

Characterization No Sequence Description Description 

Obedience 1 13e Charlie exited go out from the room and back in 

five minutes 

 Grandpa Joe give Charlie five 

pieces to buy chocolate and ask 

Charlie goes to shop to buy 

chocolate, not to long Charlie 

arrived at home again and give 

chocolate for Grandpa Joe. 

2 14m Charlie get fifty pence piece and with hones 

Charlie quickly look if someone drop the money 

 On the road Charlie see some 

think like money, and Charlie 
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take that money and very quickly 

to see who to lost the money, it is 

can see Charlie can obedience in 

the rules 
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Appendix 5. Development of Plot Character Six Pillars of Character 

 

No 

The Development of Character Education in Charlie Characterizations 

Character 

Education 

Values 

Beginning Middle End 

Exposition Conflict Rising Action Climax Falling Action Resolution 

1 Honest 

 

      √ √ 

2 Reliable √ √ √ 

 

√ √ 

3 Loyal √ √     √ √ 

4 Polite √ √   √ √ √ 

5 Tolerant √ √ √   √ √ 

6 Good-Manner √ √ √ √ √ √ 

7 Responsible √ √     √ √ 

8 
Pursuit of 

Excellence 
  

  
√ 

 

  
  

9 Self-restraint √ √ √   √ √ 

10 Impartial   √ √       

11 Open Minded   √ √   

 

√ 

12 Care √ √ √   √ √ 

13 Kind   

 

√     √ 

14 Ethics     √       
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15 Cooperative √   √       

16 Obedience     √       

 


